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Date: April 3, 2020 

From: Albion FC 
 Board of Directors 

 

To: Albion FC Membership 

 

Regarding: Spring Refunds & COVID-19  

Hello everyone.  I hope you are all staying in and safe at home!  What a crazy time we are going thru 
right now.  I realize that soccer is likely not your top priority at this time, but we wanted to push this 
note out to you all to explain the situation from the Club’s point of view.  The hope is that this note 
below will provide some transparency into the clubs’ operations and current situation we are facing.   

 
Albion FC, like most every other club in the lower mainland, has very strict policies about refunds.  This 
is by design as all clubs, including Albion FC, incur expenses on an annual basis.  Whether we are dealing 
with our supply chain or the City’s Parks & Rec folks, we pay ahead for items and services.  Uniform costs 
and equipment costs are incurred as per our annual budget in the Fall each year.  Players’ insurance fee 
are submitted in the Fall also for the calendar year.  Fees from the city for field usage are submitted 
twice per calendar year (and turf costs have been a significant hit over the last 2 years, as you can see in 
all the new turf fields about town).  Albion FC operates annually, and not specifically by “registration 
season”.  Revenue to offset club costs is traditionally received in the few months prior to September for 
Fall soccer, and the few months prior to April for Spring soccer.  These periods of revenue influx is also 
when the majority of our large bills get paid.  So while Albion FC has collected the majority of 
registration fees for the current Spring season, we have also spent a good deal of that revenue as we 
have been required, to both cover costs previously incurred and also those costs up & coming still 
before the summer break.   

 
The ideal situation would be to issue refunds for all registrations received for the Spring.  This is however 
a very significant number.  Albion FC is a not-for-profit society and we do run on a very tight budget, 
with very little (if any) profit being realized on an annual basis.  This scenario is by design in order to 
maximize the return to all of the registrants.  If we were a larger club, or having had been in existence 
for more than just 5 short years, we might then have the luxury of having more cash on hand, but alas 
we are not, and we do not.  As a rule, soccer clubs are not able to provide refunds for situations beyond 
their control, primarily for those reasons mentioned above.  This would include weather and the related 
field conditions, forfeits, abandoned games, and other such circumstances. AFC always tries to add 
session where we can to accommodate these issues. What we are all facing now with this COVID-19 
pandemic is of course far beyond the norm, with not much information yet possible on when the 
situation may begin to normalize.  We do understand however that it is not fair to collect your money 
and provide nothing in return, despite the situation being far beyond our control.  It is in this regard 
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that our Board of Directors is appealing to all of our Spring registrants to please understand our 
current situation and if at all possible, please let your current registration fees stay with our club as a 
credit towards some future registration, whenever that may occur.  Allowing AFC to retain your 
current fees as a credit will not resolve all money issues completely, but what it will do is allow us to 
defer all potential money issues until the Fall.  Spring credits applied to the Fall will of course lower our 
Fall revenue intake, but we are hopeful that between now and then, we may be able to leverage some 
of the government assistance available or see some of our fees due relaxed by city, for instance, 
resulting in lower expenditures by our club.  Any sort of financial relief is a complete unknown at this 
time, but we remain hopeful.  There are programs under current discussion by Soccer Canada for all 
types of Spring Organizations and Non-Profits and our Board will be attending these webinars as they 
are provided so we can update you all as we learn more about them.   

 

With so much chaos about, so many people out of work, so many falling ill, and so much uncertainty, 
Albion FC wants to work with each of you as everyone’s situation is of course a little bit different.  If you 
must have a refund, we are prepared to do so.  If you can leave things as is with our club, we can 
promise you all that future value will be realized for any current spend.  Thank-you all for your 
understanding with this unprecedented issue.  Please stay safe, and stay inside!   

 

Albion FC 
Board of Directors 

 

PS.  Please direct any questions or concerns as always to info@albionfc.ca   

 

 

 

 

 

 


